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1. 

The first rider is introduced where language frays, discourse turns barren. It is a vague, scarcely 

acknowledged moment, in a remote and desolate place. All names are obscured by local colour and 

loyalty, all speech wildly accented by anxiety and whim. At this point no one really sees the signs or hears 

the problem. In this place no‐one wants to know the cause let alone the clause. In the buzzing of natives 

they hear only applause. Free speech has been taken and leaves little left to fancy. Communication is 

confined to commerce and commerce is only to the good and goods. The rest is noisy nature. They 

cannot blame anyone, without blaming themselves. It is hard for them to see or say where they may have 

gone wrong. The discourse does not permit such reflexion. And the fault arises imperceptibly, in the 

reckless, idle details to each negotiation, as they travel and settle and spread themselves thinly against a 

wilderness of lines, lies and lives. They crave a land that will never be empty enough, a language of their 

own. They are a colony at full stretch, if not exhausted.  

 

The devil is in the detail. The little things that were left where they fell, ignored in the rush to a grander 

scheme, sooner or later start to tell. Little things at first hardly mattered in the excitement, but as the 

dust settles and a larger picture appreciated, little things that were said and done set custom and 

confine. They start to spoil the scenery, get in the way. The locution becomes self‐conscious and 

tortured. The view is maddeningly final yet flawed, may already be fading. There is no going back and yet 

there is no way forward now. They are in an Australia of last resort. 

 

Eventually a disclaimer is summoned. He appears overnight, a shadowy figure hovering on the outskirts, 

tracking the debris, the discourtesy, the waste and wont. Suddenly he is just there, bobbing amid the 

scrap under orange floodlight. No one saw him arrive; few were around or paid attention as they wearily 

started their day in the dead of summer. He seemed like just more flotsam, a latecomer fossicking, 

grovelling. He is an escapee on an eternal escapade, the rambler blackened by fate, riding his luck. He is 

gaunt and ancient in dusty rags, perhaps once a uniform and inspects everything with a distant, fierce 

attention. He is the dim outcast, lost in conviction, serving his time, dreaming of freedom and 

acceptance.  

 

He takes it all in unobtrusively, methodically, the litter, the laziness and insults. He edges closer and is 

ignored all the more. No one can see that he is back to their front, returned and retracing an explorer’s 

steps, phases and phrases, removing declensions, modifying ideals. A red dawn spills slowly. Street lights 

are extinguished with a flicker, leaving silhouettes moving like zombies among the new warehouses and 

workshops, the rambling yards, lots, stations and bays. Dog barks echo, engines groan and whine. Calls 

are terse and distorted over radio cheer and tunes. He is there in the doorway, by the gate, looking 

through the cyclone wire, at the driveway, the forecourt, the foot of the stair, the foyer and the 

customer’s window. He is there but they are not looking for him. They look for space and do not see 

enough. He sees the gap and follows it like a trail.  

 

He is expected but unwelcome, noticed but unappreciated, at least not directly.  

 

And the din cannot hide him, only distract and displace. All around tiny mishaps and mistakes blossom 

and charge the still warm air like a swarm of insects. Nothing quite works; circumstances are treacherous, 

slow and sticky and patience snaps. Things are slammed, dropped, shoved, kicked, split, spilt, squashed 

and stained, slightly, affectionately. Love or luck is lacking and gears grind grittily. No‐one quite pays 

attention. They are doing too much, getting paid too little, thinking ahead, to one side, beneath the 

house rules, below the base needs, the bared bones, the back‐up and bouncing baby business of their 

own, their coital comfort zone, their first priority and profit from a free full engagement with just 

themselves. He reminds them, subtly. They skip and slip on the niceties. They are always pioneers to the 

language, going one on one, pushing at the boundaries, inserting new information at conjunctions, 
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anxious to move up and replace. They have fluid plans they can barely articulate, speech at its most 

intimate, all the time dreading they are getting nothing done properly, not even noticing. 

 

Deep down it registers; takes seed. They invoke the scapegoat from thick air and loose talk on the shuffle 

between breaks. They know him at a glance. They blame the next party, laugh at the rules for another 

and eye the clock to the body boldly. They have only allusions, affectation, mean no harm and ignore 

untoward consequences as one big joke. Everything is said in passing, provisionally and sense sprawls. 

They keep their dissonance, lose direction and directness. They invite the first rider even as he sets them 

in further motion, a dance of the dispossessed with the despised that propels them outward, liberates as 

it isolates and leaves him beyond reach or recognition, a central fugitive point none can grasp.  

 

The first rider addresses no one, has nothing to say, explores speech bodily and sees the signs of retreat. 

No one says as much. They leave doors open and he enters to meet only excuses, quick notes and crude 

signs. He is directed to remote contacts, to the full extent of their formalities, where friendships start 

from scratch and end in deeds and titles. The distances are daunting, the directives often taunting. 

Introductions will brand tender skins, promptly announce allegiance on tattooed terms and rest on 

nothing more. He can see the vacuum and fills it, confidentially. Camaraderie or companionship is a 

shimmering mirage in the heat of new possession, dissolving upon approach into a curt imperative. He 

hears it appended to each proposition with facetious insistence; knows he is among ‘intimates’. He 

moves on impassive voice and guided insolence, finds the furniture and fixtures just so much packing.  

 

The first rider can hold stark options by the one hand, allow rapprochement a head start. He coordinates 

fuzzy details, pesky exceptions; smoothes the passage to common property and state conquest. He does 

this where he can. He governs subjunctives, marks pauses and spacing and sees a city like Sydney on a 

horizon built for penitence or pittance. He can barely make it out in the haze. He must focus on more 

immediate goals, on subjects in need of tense mood in case. Yet it is clear where this is leading. His 

destination is manifest. He departs as he arrived, as an incidental inquiry, no more than a courtesy, 

wanders into a hot day along with fanning deliveries at an insolent pace. 
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2. 

 
The second rider occurs where market assumes new prominence, insidiously invades residence and 

recreation and bargains on loyalty to distant lands, old times. He is a condition of continuity, where it is 

most threatened. It is a place where wealth is 

affirmed, luxuries shared, an intersection for nurtured hopes, teenage disappointments and conspicuous 

thrift. It is in the heart of the suburbs, the endless battery housing and wide roads, within a massive retail 

complex, fortress and playground. It is late in the morning. The second rider is old as well, 

weather‐beaten from a life on the land, dressed accordingly with nothing at hand. He moves with a 

dignity born of nature’s rigours, of muscle and bone ground to a halt. He has inspected and catalogued, 

sampled and collected, supplemented and exchanged until everything is owned and scrutiny has only the 

horizon. Now he stands out and amuses, seems as unreal as a mannequin or publicity stunt. He gazes 

distractedly, unable to focus, recognises nothing and plods patiently. Presently he falls in step with the 

first rider. 

 

They have followed the crowds from vast car parks and bus stops, over winding footbridges and through 

echoing underpasses littered with shopping trolleys, empty bottles and crushed cans, cartons and 

wrapping. The drive to market and communion is both streamlined and labyrinthine. At some point they 

make up the numbers, have joined a growing stream. Again, no‐one notices at exactly which point, their 

presence no more than irritation, a lapse. They are guided by piped music on warping gusts, accompanied 

by bustling exaltation and caustic commentary. It is a discourse of colour and volume promising grace. 

They ride the swell of habit and hunger in the early heat, are delivered to sets of sliding glass doors that 

exchange bursts of jostling customers and the chill of air‐conditioning. Inside the tempo quickens. All 

around them people scurry to buy, to eat, to drink, to sit, watch and talk, if only to greet and farewell 

with urgent bravado. Dress, like conduct, is loose, florid and drowned in scents as pervasive as piped 

music, corporate liveries. Everything advertises, endorses, advises and warns, urgently. The atmosphere 

is stifling, the prospect blinding.  

 

The riders are drawn along in a restless throng, their company testament to a sprawling tolerance or 

indifference. They look around slowly and wherever they look their focus seems distant, on horizons or 

implications invisible to others. They are in a land they scarcely recognise, on a footing they struggle to 

concede. The whole, shiny edifice rings with impatience, buzzes with ambition. And again, things start to 

slip and bump, extend courtesy to a careless crash that cannot stay with words or hands. No one has the 

strength in here. All around the riders, things are knocked, dropped, spilled and crushed. Infants rush into 

accidents wailing before they happen, long after they happen. Parents declaim their woes theatrically, 

ineffectually. People let go in every way, because they just cannot hold on any further, any closer to the 

riders. The effect escalates, disperses. People interrupt, push in, grab, insist, rip and wrench and are soon 

sent flying by their custom and clumsiness, crashing into displays, windows and others. Everywhere 

banter turns to taunts and insult as the volume soars, the pace quickens. Teenagers are in their element 

and all around the two riders, although no‐one quite notices. Damaged goods are hurled in counterpoint, 

the soiled and disappointed rudely jettisoned. And others are soon drawn into the stickiness, the 

slipperiness, the spreading pools and stench. 

 

Now people rush and collide, amplifying the disarray, alternating between manic laughter and righteous 

fury. The din is deafening. They are ‘mad’ with themselves as much as others; can share the joke and 

their temper with no‐one for long or together. Checkouts and counters are assailed with complaint and 

rough trade, are soon overrun or ignored, battered into abandon. People grab at anything, crazed with 

greed and indignation, cram their trolleys and do battle for thoroughfare. Losers lie wailing or resigned 

amongst the broken. Security is hopelessly outnumbered and confused and quickly attacks itself for 

insubordination, excess of initiative. Tempers snap and repercussions race. Staff join the melee, 

reclaiming goods violently, substituting and compensating with reckless righteousness, tattered 

principles. Commerce lies naked and bleeding, custom turns into a stampede and the repercussions flow 
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in all directions, steadily convert anger into accident. Whole walls and fixtures begin to shudder and 

crash. A teenager drives a mechanical sweeper along an arcade at speed into a grand staircase; a shrill 

bleeper warning. The jolt is felt throughout; beams groan, skylights flutter, hangings shudder and swing 

menacingly.  

 

The two riders pick their way through the debris; occasionally dodge flying fragments, careening bodies, 

as if in slow motion. Over the balconies of upper levels, persons and items are occasionally pitched 

amongst screams and cheers. Explosions of shattering glass resound in a cruel rhythm into the distance. 

The two riders are unfazed; their circumstance patiently negotiated, deeply curious, but remote, unreal. 

Nothing touches them. Ahead the way clears to an exit beneath dripping signage. The automatic doors, 

also damaged, now slide open and closed erratically. Broken toys, abandoned food and cartons for 

electrical goods obstruct rotating doors, which whine with frustration. The heat from outside pours in like 

a wave, meets the departing some distance before the doors and steadily intensifies.  

 

Survivors charge out into the white light, battering on‐comers and peeling off in all directions, making for 

home furiously, carrying a terrible chain reaction afield. Approaching shoppers at first shrug off the rough 

greeting with wry humour but grow terser with following episodes, then slow and hesitate entering. The 

two riders meet the growing crowd as they negotiate the unpredictable doors effortlessly, an 

array of suspicious and puzzled faces they scarcely grant a glance. The crowd all turn to follow their 

departure, in silent foreboding. 
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3. 

 
The third rider appears later in the day, as chaos and misfortune steadily spread toward the city in a 

scorching heat. All around distant sirens and horns blare, lights flash or flicker red, dull crashes and 

explosions echo, columns of smoke rise slowly 

along the cloudless blue horizon. Above, helicopters swarm like dragonflies, lured nearer in fascination 

only to clip or collide with one another and add to the mayhem below, or spiralling away, higher, their 

whines and rhythms dispersed into the blue 

yonder, reduced to a racing pulse.  

Nothing assumes prominence, although everywhere routine is disrupted and emergency announced. 

Each time the crisis is a little larger, a little more pressing, but there is no coping when all occur at once, 

compete for resources with growing urgency. They remain an even array, a background; somehow never 

quite immediate. The heat has buckled railway lines and a groaning commuter train and impatient driver 

are tipped down a steep embankment, toppling over and whipping carriages across a large intersection 

like a broken necklace. Cars and pedestrians are crushed, more collisions are caused. Vital fluids flow, 

vividly. People swarm angrily, ordering each other to help and inform. Screams rise and fall in an 

exhausting litany of distress. But nothing quite works, things only get worse. People fail to do the right 

thing, fail to do things rightly. Help is despatched but does not arrive. The best intentions prove remote, 

vague and arcane. People lie. People die. They go to hell. 

The train’s overhead electrical cables have been torn down in the derailment, short circuit and ignite a 

delivery van, which soon explodes. People weep and flee with more screaming, present further 

opportunity for mishap and mischief. Some have 

not the strength or sense to flee, but simply stagger, dazed and directionless. Some cannot resist stealing 

and abusing the less fortunate, in a more calculated, cunning withdrawal. Others, perhaps most, doubt 

and dither, race a few paces in any 

direction and then veer or stop, retreat and stumble into each other, redouble their efforts. Everything is 

suddenly so unfamiliar and awkward. 

 

The third rider struggles from an overturned carriage, in a line of shaken survivors. The door now like a 

hatch, worked open, they trickle down the upended side onto a main road, look around stunned by a 

barrage of direction and advice, new and sudden threats. No one can hear properly or understand. 

Nothing is clear. Cars skid and slide past at all speeds, bump and spin like dodgems, followed by trails of 

flame and loud suffering. The third rider is tanned and wizened also, scarred from a life 

devoted to patient exploitation of a virgin land. He has planted and dug, reaped and removed, herded 

and hauled until the options are exhausted, the lease expired, the market unfavourable. The deal has left 

nature unrecognisable, capricious and cruel, 

as much as he. And his means now prove disastrously unreliable. He has no idea where he is, why the 

journey has been interrupted. He accepts his time has gone, the caravan has moved on and the 

machinery of competition grown vast, corrupt and rampant. But this is the legacy for a following 

generation. He has withdrawn graciously; disowns the world in his own good time. Yet he fails to 

appreciate the extent of the predicament. He still expects to be carefully detached, ushered to a 

comfortable retirement in the bosom of nation and network. However the world will not disown him just 

yet, is not ready to be the next. Instead he finds betrayal and disagreement at every turn. Smoke and 

screams batter him; rob him of company 

and confidence. He looks around for help and they cannot or will not. 

 

He stumbles clear of the traffic, shuns the helpless and howling and forges on, eastward. He is drawn by 

old ties, lengthening shadows and higher towers. The third rider finds his bearings among older, statelier 

homes, now stripped and subdivided, packed with transience, youth and opportunity. They are poorly 

maintained, a shabby husk of their heyday but his memory forgives. Beyond them, newer, grander blocks 
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of flats and offices, indistinguishable or merging, straddle whole city blocks and rise lazily. Balconies and 

courtyards hint at pot‐plants, washing and allegiances, coyly. Open windows and doors blare indignation 

and loss.  

 

Here the business of homes is reduced to a stark format, the bare necessities for a life of singular 

servitude. Poky rooms are tortured with immaculate design and appliances, taste and sophistication, but 

remain sterile, stifling. They are machines for living like a machine. To visit is to crowd them. But they are 

no more than ‘pads’, bases from which life is launched in more collective enterprises. And there is no real 

life away from the job, in isolation or private. Privacy here is no more than the opportunity for brief lapse 

and confession, something to invent for conversation, to suppose of freedom, to trade for advantage. 

Display is all and all too brief. This part of the city is dedicated to trade in delicate time and investment, to 

intangibles and dreams on a more discreet, intimate level. It is reassuringly small time and petty credit, a 

masquerade of comfort where there can be none. Nothing is ever really owned, is always just a 

bargaining chip, a deed or title for those that will take one at one’s letter, overlook the word and secretly 

advance sums to a remote account. That is a world away. It might as well be heaven. The here and now is 

work in a never‐never. And work is in staying awake, on your feet, in touch and contributing. 

 

Conversely, this is where office space feigns a domestic intimacy, with the kitchen alcove, dining nook, 

closets, bedroom or sick bay and reception lounge, all close. It parodies familiarity and the familial, 

presumes conformity and commitment. Larger spaces are reserved for thoroughfares between desks or 

booths, for windows, doors and hallways and of course, executive suites. Space is a privilege to be denied 

lesser members, lavished on the busy and interested. These places look best un‐crowded or sparse; the 

odd wanderer enough to key utilities and décor coordinates, to animate an efficient design. As the day 

progresses, discord here is scarcely registered. Staff are delayed, distracted and dispersed; machines click 

or buzz a little more insistently. Residents drift to the streets, murmuring, to cafes and bars confused or 

deserted, argue and joke and scatter again restlessly. No one returns to the big buildings and tiny cells. 

There is no security there now, literally no power or opportunity. They can only wait and watch as the 

horizon rumbles, heaven hums. 

 

The third rider marches past them, ignores their questions and advice, as if stepping over so much broken 

furniture and overturned snacks. His purpose eventually draws attention. Some pause to watch him 

stride away, look to one another vacantly and then begin to drift along in his wake. As the third rider 

reaches an intersection, he meets the first and second riders. They emerge from a billowing cloud of 

smoke and spray, exchange weary glances; say nothing. All three fall in step as they look to a large 

airliner, weaving low among local landmarks. They veer in that direction, away from the centre and 

across vast roads with flashing traffic lights, flooded by a burst water main, littered with refuse. Some 

distance behind, others follow, mindlessly. 
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4. 

 
The fourth rider appears at the end of the day on a sorry beach. He is the final clause to a land secured by 

sea, colonised for fear and greed, peopled with nomads and parasites. The fourth rider is younger, paler, 

dressed for another climate and culture. He is anxious to adapt but uncomfortable with the language and 

customs, the pace and scale of trade and amusement, the teaching and government and the lay of the 

land. He has come seeking opportunities unavailable in an old country, a world away, but cannot quite 

translate circumstances, make sense of a market or negotiation. He is an entrepreneur, a supplier of 

luxury and spectacle, a middle‐man at the end of a long line of quiet fixers and sources, everyone 

knowing someone who knows someone who can put one in touch with a percentage, needless to say, as 

a favour. They are like family, when they come a‐calling. The fourth rider can arrange appearances, 

motives, legal and medical magic, smooth the passage of desirable outcomes and conceal unwelcome 

blemishes. He is a master of behind‐the‐scenes manoeuvres, a specialist in the intricacies of power, the 

subtleties of privilege. 

 

But here he encounters a crisis of faith. The place tolerates too much, permits differences in priority and 

loyalty, invites competition until common ground gives way and no one strictly competes for the same 

things. Everyone is in a race of one, a tiny mobile faction trading on accident and insinuation, wedding 

briefly for ambitious issue, with little bearing, less gratitude. No one accepts a given name, a leap of faith, 

an inherited debt. Everyone is new, bold and innocent. The nation shares nothing beyond passing 

convenience, wants nothing beyond a clear conscience; is ultimately cleared of conscience. 

 

The fourth rider has nothing to sell where everyone only pretends to buy. Business gains no purchase 

here. Talk is full of too many deals, too much credit and too little return, with favours far flung and 

obscure, lost in translation. There is no profit in the short run, no trust in tomorrow. The fourth rider 

must supply stragglers, outsiders or the bottom, if he is to avoid being simply surplus to demand. He can 

import tribe and brides, their stock and accessories, but this only drives divisions deeper, slims the 

pickings; sharpens the scrutiny. He is put in his place and it is last and least. The fourth rider has come all 

this way only to find he has strained his connections, come too far. 

 

He stands amid ravaged picnic benches, beneath a line of lofty, imported pines that sigh softly. He looks 

to a shallow little bay, surrounded by industry and traffic, now crashing and burning in terrible colours. All 

around him lie the dismembered bodies of his children, massacred while playing a scratch game of soccer 

by ardent rivals, lost in the moment, now vanished forever. He could not have prevented it, even if he 

had come in time. That was not possible, anymore than rules could be respected by pioneers, excited by 

invention, blinded by loyalties. It is the place. It is the time. It breeds malice and evasion. It is a 

consequence he can hardly bear to consider. It is remote even in the mind. 

 

The roots run shallow, the ambitions are foolish, the imagination bankrupt. He surveys the cheap, lazy 

architecture, the shrill advertising and cluttered signage, all now battered by impatience, besmirched by 

the chemistry of commerce. It is a civilisation based on stealing and pretence. It lacks history and it lacks 

cause. It shuns a closer look, a searching tone. Surrounding streets claim absurd provenance, from French 

affectation to Ramsgate and Brighton, Pasadena and Hollywood. Names summon remote prestige, mock 

any more than distant acquaintance. Preference is for a name adrift of object, swept along in a language 

that prefers to travel word of mouth, to misapply as indulgence and irony. The fourth rider hears it, even 

without understanding. But he is no longer listening. He turns to search for survivors, signs of his nearest 

and dearest anywhere across the scrappy lawns and dull beach, littered with waste. 

 

Blocks away, the other riders trudge toward him, three abreast. The sun sinks at their backs, a fiery ball in 

a brown haze. The heat is still unbearable, even with an ocean breeze. Many of the city’s towers are now 

aflame and crumble. Sirens and alarms still blare above explosions and strife. Foul fumes roll by in waves, 

dogs and birds succumb. The riders are hardly more than silhouettes as they pause to identify a Bay 
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Street, can vaguely make out the ocean at its end. They have been guided by erratically descending 

airliners, spectacular collisions and enormous explosions at a nearby chemical plant. But they have not 

come to help.  

 

Behind them trail blind, muted followers, reluctant yet resigned. They keep their distance. Over the 

journey their numbers have swelled so that they now fill streets like a protest rally, extend far back into 

the distance. Their voices are hushed, exchanging grumbles and quibbles. Occasionally they pilfer from 

passing shops and cafes, but everything remains unhurried, subdued. The three riders reach the end of 

Bay Street, an intersection where a bus has been abandoned to one side, traffic reduced to a wary crawl. 

From here they look across the bay to where a runway extends out into the water on a raised levee. 

Beyond that the tail of an airliner now rises from the bay. Helicopters and emergency launches surround 

it excitedly. The three riders cross the road obliviously and make straight for the fourth rider. 

 

He is slow to notice them, but turns to face them as they near. There is a long pause. It is a difficult 

recognition. All four then look back to the crowd of followers, who now struggle to make their way across 

the intersection, in sprawling, ragged ranks. The four riders turn to the sea and walk in. The bay is shallow 

and they proceed for some distance before the depths eventually claim them. Their followers mostly 

follow, for some time. 

 

 

 


